A little insight in our work here at wilddesign

CASESTUDIES

SALVIA

„

Reinvent yourself as a medical OEM in less than a year? With the 360°
WILDDESIGN support it works!”
Oliver Koszel, (Creative Director)

great company to the international stage. At Medica 2013, Salvia launched like a phoenix from
the ashes.

Medical Design Innovation
We began the product design of
the intensive care ventilators by
examining the competing products to identify problems with
existing equipment. The old elisa
was originally designed as a console ventilator and the trolley was
later built under it. The system
was difficult to manoeuvre and
could not be brought close to the
patient. The user interface was
poorly structured and the functions overcrowded. It was time for
a fresh start. In the final design,
we were able to bring in all our
knowledge about ergonomics and
usability, the technical / mechanical implementation and the connection to the Salvia Engineering
Team. The result is not only tidier and consistent aesthetics, but
also ease of use.

Case Study about combined brand and product development using the example of the
intensive care ventilators Elisa 300, 500 and 800 VIT.

SALVIA
SALVIA MEDICAL | HOLISTIC
MEDICAL DESIGN

Salvia medical
Our successful collaboration with
Salvia medical is now in its 6th
year, but it all started with a huge
sprint in 2013: How do you renovate your brand, develop 11 different redesigns in the highly competitive clinical ventilation market
- in less than 12 months? What
almost sounds like a fairy tale is
what we have experienced with
our customer and we are proud to
have helped bring a

The new elisa family 300 | 500 |
800, which received five major
design awards including IF design award between 2016 and
2018, is a line of intensive care
ventilators for clinical mechanical ventilation. Designed as a
platform, the medical devices
offer a wide touch display for
easy operation. The mobile trolley forms the functional interface
to all peripheral devices and ensures optimum mobility on the
intensive care unit.

The new Brand SALVIA
medical
With the product design tasks
already well advanced, Salvia‘s
new management also asked
us for holistic support in brand
renewal. Our branding team accepted the challenge with open
arms to turn the brand from an
inconsistent and unimpressive
OEM manufacturer into a premium brand in medical technology.
The Salvia logo with the new, distinctive green colouring, perfectly translates the desired claim
“Breathing like nature”.
Visit www.wilddesign.de/work for a
deeper dive into this thrilling project.

wilddesign.de

PRODUCT DESIGN - SUCCESS FROM IDEA TO SERIES
PRODUCTION
We are one of Europe‘s leading design agencies in the
medical and healthcare industry. In our 360 ° approach
we integrate user research, innovative design, technical
implementation, and brand-building activities into a
powerful support for forward-looking companies.
Our head office in the Ruhr area has grown continuously
since 1990 and is now located in the Science Park
Gelsenkirchen, one of the best business centers in the
region.
WHY A DESIGN AGENCY - AND WHY WILDDESIGN?
- Full service design agency. 3 creative teams in Europe
and Asia.
- Owner-managed. With German origin and
international orientation.
- One team, 40 people who are committed to your cause.
- Creative support where you need it.
- Assertiveness. To put your ideas into practise.
- More than 27 years of experience.
We can do it: functional design solutions!
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